
The Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) 
of Washoe County serves more than 400,000 
citizens living in the cities of Reno and Sparks, and 
unincorporated areas of northern Nevada. As the 
public agency responsible for all aspects of surface 
transportation, the RTC divides its responsibilities 
into three major categories: public transportation, 
including paratransit van and fixed-route bus services; 
street and highway pavement preservation and new 
roadway construction; and transportation planning.  

During periods of rapid regional growth, the RTC, 
which primarily depends on Federal grants for 
capital projects, and sales tax revenues and fares 
for operational budgets, built a modern and popular 
public transit system that serves 60 square miles and 
an annual ridership of nearly eight million. 

Regional Transportation Commission rides on 
efficient IT

“HP Insight Remote Support software saves us time and money by 
monitoring our systems 24/7. By detecting and resolving issues 
faster, it helps us avoid disruption to business operations. By initiating 
service calls automatically, it frees us to focus on other things.”  
—John Ponzo, Senior IT Analyst, Regional Transportation Commission  
of Washoe County

HP customer case 
study: HP Insight Remote 
Support software and 
services from HP and 
its partners help IT keep 
operations running lean

Industry: Public sector

Objective 
Deliver reliable, high-performance services to 
agency departments, while keeping operational 
costs low

Approach
Use remote monitoring software and expert 
services to increase infrastructure and  
operational efficiency  

IT improvements 
24/7 server and storage monitoring •	

Automated problem notification and  •	
service initiation 

Best-practice migration of enterprise messaging •	
applications to blade platform

Smarter, more-automated management tools for •	
deployment and day-to-day management

Printer services optimize printer usage, •	
streamline maintenance and service processes 

Business benefits 
Mitigated risk of downtime through faster •	
identification, response and resolution of  
system problems 

Faster, smoother migration of critical •	
applications to more cost-efficient, monitored 
platform

Reduced data center costs due to reduced server •	
power and floor space requirements

Lower printer support and consumption costs•	
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Managing the behind-the-scenes information and 
communications infrastructure that keeps the RTC 
running is an IT department of five people. In addition 
to computer hardware, software and networks, the 
group is responsible for telecommunications, the radio 
dispatch and communications system, physical security 
video surveillance, and an intelligent transportation 
system that tracks the locations of buses in realtime  
to automatically update arrival and departure times  
in the transit stations. 

“It’s a lot to handle,” says John Ponzo, Senior IT 
Analyst at the RTC. “We are all super busy, all  
of the time.”

With a decline in sales tax revenues due to the 
economy, pressures on the department are higher  
than ever to find ways to reduce costs, while  
keeping all systems up and running. 

One way the RTC IT staff has realized new efficiencies 
is through smart monitoring and management tools 
and the judicious use of outside expert services. 

24/7 monitoring
Ponzo is especially enthusiastic about the HP Insight 
Remote Support (Insight RS) software that monitors the 
RTC’s HP hardware infrastructure. The software, which 
is available at no additional cost under the warranty, 
four-hour and next-day support agreements that RTC 
has with HP, uses a secure, encrypted technology to 
monitor HP BladeSystem enclosure, HP ProLiant blade 
server and HP StorageWorks systems across three 
sites. The Insight RS software runs on a Windows®-
based ProLiant server in the main data center, which  
is connected by fibre to two other RTC sites in Reno.  

Every morning, the first thing the RTC staff does is 
examine the performance of all of its systems, says 
Ponzo. “But there’s always a chance that something 
will go unnoticed, so it’s great to have monitoring as 
a fall back. Many of our applications must be up and 
running all the time. If something goes wrong with the 
HP hardware in any of our sites, the remote support 
monitoring software finds out about it. Otherwise a 
problem might get worse and cause us to lose data or 
have an outage. With monitoring going on 24/7 in 
the background, we don’t worry as much.”

“The Insight Remote Support software 
takes care of contacting HP, opening  
the call, and sending all the system  
and diagnostic information. If service  
is necessary, it’s initiated with no  
effort on our part.”   
John Ponzo, Senior IT Analyst,  
Regional Transportation Commission  
of Washoe County

Some of the most important applications running 
on the monitored systems are the compute-intensive 
modeling programs used by the RTC Planning division. 
The planners need to be able to examine many factors 
and trends to develop short- and long-term plans for 
the region that span all forms of transport—walking, 
bicycling and the movement of goods and passengers, 
as well as public transit and travel by automobile.

“Sometimes a planner will start a model and it  
will need to run overnight,” says Ponzo. Because  
the files are so large, the RTC dedicates a separate  
HP StorageWorks EVA4000 SAN with about 13 

Primary applications
•	Microsoft®	Exchange

•	Microsoft®	SQL	Server®

•	BlackBerry	Enterprise	Server	(BES)	for	Microsoft	Exchange

•	Deltek	Costpoint	financial	software

•	INRO	EMME/3	modeling	software

Primary hardware
•	HP	BladeSystem	c-Class	Enclosure

•	HP	ProLiant	BL260c/BL460c	blade	servers

•	HP	StorageWorks	4000	Enterprise	Virtual	Array	(EVA4000)	

•	HP	StorageWorks	2300	Modular	Smart	Array	(MSA2300)	

•	HP	StorageWorks	1000	Modular	Smart	Array	(MSA1000)

•	HP	StorageWorks	MSL6000	Tape	Library

•	HP	Designjet	printers

•	HP	LaserJet	printers

Primary software
•	HP	Insight	Control	6.0

•	HP	Insight	Remote	Support

•	HP	Systems	Insight	Manager	(SIM)

•	HP	Insight	Rapid	Deployment	Pack

•	HP	Integrated	Lights-Out	(iLO)

•	Microsoft	Windows	Server	2003	and	2008

HP Services
•	HP	Technology	Services		 

-   Four-hour and next-day Care Pack and HP support  
  services agreements

Customer solution at a glance



terabytes of space to the planners and their models. 
“We’ve been very happy with the reliability of that 
EVA, which has performed at 100% over the past  
five years,” says Ponzo.  

The RTC backs up the data on this and other HP 
StorageWorks SANs to an HP StorageWorks Tape 
Library, all of which are monitored by the Insight 
RS software to help protect critical data, as well 
as operations. Other critical applications on the 
monitored HP infrastructure include two database 
servers with 15+ databases, all of the RTC’s financial 
systems, all of its file servers, printer servers, 
Microsoft® Active Directory Domain controllers,  
and the agency’s Blackberry server. 

Automatic notification and dispatch
“Every so often, over the years, we do have a hard 
drive or a battery failure,” says Ponzo, noting that 
it always seems to happen on a weekend. “The 
remote support software notifies HP of the problem 
automatically—and HP notifies me. When I come to 
work the next day, there’s a new hard drive there  
all ready to go.”

Ponzo also appreciates the time and effort saved by 
no longer having to place a service call. “The Insight 
Remote Support software takes care of contacting 
HP, opening the call, and sending all the system and 
diagnostic information. If service is necessary, it’s 
initiated with no effort on our part. So we can stay 
focused on our work, instead of looking up part 
numbers and making service calls.”

HP updates Ponzo on the status of issues, usually by 
email, or, if there’s a question or decision that the RTC 
needs to make, by cell phone. If necessary, HP also 
dispatches a service engineer to the RTC site. “Our 
local HP service technician has supported us since 
we got our first HP system five years ago. He is very 
knowledgeable and helps us keep our environment  
up-to-date,” says Ponzo. “Any time we have a 
question, I email or call him and he always  
responds immediately.”

Gaining the blade edge
Wherever possible, the RTC is moving to blade servers 
when replacing old servers to gain new performance 
and reliability, as well as cost-savings from reduced 
power and space requirements. After evaluating other 
blade systems, Ponzo says, the RTC has decided on 
HP BladeSystem.

“We like the HP blade technology. But we also like  
the idea of having our critical systems monitored,” 
says Ponzo. “The HP Insight Remote Support software 

is a big reason why we’re moving to HP blades when 
replacing our critical systems.”  

Recently, RTC moved its Microsoft Exchange enterprise 
messaging and email systems onto an HP ProLiant 
blade server cluster in an HP c-Class BladeSystem 
c7000 Enclosure and a new HP StorageWorks 2300 
Modular Smart Array SAN.

“Email is hugely critical for us because we have so 
much tied into it. Now our Active Directory Domain 
controllers, Exchange servers and file servers are all 
continuously monitored,” says Ponzo.

To accelerate the migration of its email system to 
the new blade platform, the RTC engaged Summit 
Partners, an HP Elite Business Partner and full service 
IT consulting firm, headquartered in Las Vegas.  
“Summit Partners got us up and running fast—and 
they did it per HP best practices, which would have 
taken us some time to research in order to do it right. 
In just two days, Summit Partners had it all set up and 
had trained us on how to manage the enclosure.” 
Summit Partners also showed RTC how to use HP 
Insight Control software, including HP Systems Insight 
Manager (SIM) software, and how to employ the  
HP Insight Rapid Deployment Pack to push images  
out onto servers.

Smart management 
The RTC makes use of all of the advanced features 
it can to simplify ongoing management and 
maintenance. “For our email servers, we plan to take 
advantage of the HP blade enclosure capability to 
designate a slot on the enclosure for a specific image, 
so that if the blade server in that slot fails, you can 
just take another blade server, brand new out of the 
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box, plug it into that slot, and it will automatically get 
the image you had set up for that spot,” says Ponzo.  
“That is just really, really cool.”  

The RTC IT staff also uses the HP Integrated Lights-Out 
(iLO) embedded server technology to manage its HP 
blade servers remotely. “It’s like sitting in front of the 
server,” says Ponzo. “Anywhere that we have access 
to our network, we can use iLO to do things that 
normally can’t be done unless you are physically in 
front of the machine, such as turn the power off and 
on. It’s a great feature.”

Besides smart server management, the RTC IT group  
is also looking at ways to manage its HP printers more 
efficiently. “We do have a lot of different kinds of HP 
printers,” says Ponzo. “That’s pretty much all we use. 
They last forever.”

In addition to desktop and workgroup printers, the 
RTC uses its HP printers to print everything from bus 
schedules, to finance reports and pay checks, to 
large-format documents that its planning department 
prints out. Recently, the IT organization turned to 
the Technology Center in Sparks, Nevada, an HP 
Authorized Service Center, to help it reduce both 
printing costs and IT workload. “The Tech Center had 
us load software to monitor our printer use and they’re 
going to look at that and tell us ways we can save 
money,” says Ponzo. The Technology Center will also 
monitor toner levels and keep the RTC stocked with the 

appropriate number of cartridges and other supplies.  
“In the past, if someone had a problem with a printer, 
they’d call us and we’d see if it was something 
we could fix, and if not, we’d call the Tech Center 
and they’d send someone out. Now that will all be 
automated, so users can just call the Tech Center 
directly—and leave us out of it.”

Looking down the road 
Even when the economy rebounds, the RTC IT group 
will continue to focus on finding ways to improve 
efficiency and stay focused on delivering services to 
users, so that the RTC can invest more in the quality  
of transportation in Washoe County. For example, 
says Ponzo, the group is already working on 
virtualization to reduce costs—and remains open to 
“anything that saves money, does a better job, frees 
up our time, or automates something so that we don’t 
have to worry about it.” 

For more information visit 
http://www.hp.com/go/insightremotesupport

http://h18004.www1.hp.com/products/servers/management/insight-remote-support/overview.html
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